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FINDING/DEVELOPING
THEORY IN ORDER TO
UNDERSTAND
1. Qualitative methods are inherently
inductive, but induction/deduction/
abduction part of the theory-building
process
2. Theory building
3. Theory as…
4. A “Theorteical web”
From Bendassolli (2013)

A NEED FOR THEORY TO
EXPLAIN A
PHENOMENON
Phenomenon: Experiences of teaching out-of-field (OOF) as an early career teacher
Current theoretical lenses:
•

Boundary crossing
(Akkerman & Bakker, 2011) à Hobbs (2013,2013)

•

Lived experience
(Gadamar, 1975) à du Plessis (2014-2016)

•

Identity theory, role
(Terry, Hogg & White, 1999; plus others) à Bosse & Törner (2012) etc

•

Teacher beliefs
(Pajares, 1992) à Bosse & Törner, 2013; Schueler et al,

•

Adaptive expertise
(Holyoak, 1991) à Hobbs (2013, 2013)

•

Transition
(eg. Schlossberg) à Carlyon (2016)

FOCUS OF THE
PRESENTATION
Devise a theoretical model from
research to capture the transitional
experiences of out-of-field early career
teachers

WE BEGAN WITH…
Teaching OOF as a
boundary crossing
experience
Boundary crossings (Star, 1989; Akkerman & Bakker, 2011):

à“crossing boundaries involves encountering difference,
entering into territory in which we are unfamiliar and, to
some significant extent, therefore, unqualified”
(Suchman, 1994, p.25)
àInvolves: “continuity” and “discontinuity” (Akkerman &
Bakker, 2011)
àLearning mechanisms: Identification, Coordination,
Reflection, Transformation

COMPARISON OF EXPERIENCED
AND NOVICE TEACHERS
SUCCESSFUL
(HOBBS, 2013)

Experienced

Novice

Nature of the field:

Mapped

Scattered

Potential for learning:

Focused

Widespread

Permeability of boundaries:

Stable

Unstable

Identity shifts:

Extending

Settling

CRITIQUING THE
‘BOUNDARY CROSSING’
ANALOGY
While the boundary crossing model is a change model also, the power of
which signals the potential for the boundary to promote learning, it
assumes that the fields are more or less stable, cohesive, and
identifiable.

à Is the ‘boundaries’ metaphor suitable for the early career
teacher?
à What is the relationship between role (allocation) and
identity for early career teachers who are yet to develop
reified teacher identities

ENTER…
Transition: a psychological process that people go through as they
internalise and come to terms with their new situation that change has
brought about (Bridges, 2009)

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ‘ROLE’
& ‘IDENTITY’
Self/identity
à“a collection of identities that reflects the roles that a
person occupies in the social structure” (Terry, Hogg & White, 1999, p.
227).

àRole identity/Social identity/Collective identity (Androit &
Owens, 2012)

à “a set of meanings attached to roles individuals
occupy in the societal structure, groups they identify
with and belong to, and unique ways in which they see
themselves” (Stets and Serpe, 2006, p. 8).
àProvisional identity is ‘provisional’ versions of a
new self on their way to developing a fully elaborated
professional identity that includes teacher of that area
(Ibarra’s, 2009)

DATA COLLECTION:
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016
2013: Pre-service teacher Survey n=15, teacher educator
interviews
2013: PST Interview in final year of program n=5
2014: Interview participants who were teaching n=10
• 8 = contracted teaching positions
• 1 = working in a museum and had teaching responsibilities
• 1 = casual relief teacher
2015: Interview participants who were teaching (role
congruence, stretched, displacement*) n=8
2016: Interview participants who were teaching (role
congruence, stretched) n=9
* Sharplin, 2014

MELISSA’S JOB
DESCRIPTION
2014: Because my job is structured that way, I
don’t really have the choice with it… I get a new
timetable at the start of each fortnight saying
these are the extra classes…

2015: The only control I had was when it came to
the maths classes. With one class, I got it in term
two because they had to create a new year nine
class because they have so many year nines and
I was offered either the middle or the bottom
class but other than that, I had no control.
These last two weeks knowing I'm going to
Albury. It's changed my attitude, my focus, my
everything so much. Knowing that I am leaving
this school because I am over it but also knowing
I've got the opportunity and that my six years at
university have paid off. It's what I've worked for
for so long.

2014-2015 (School A)
IF: English and French
OOF: Everything else
2016 (School B)
IF: Germany and French
Employed 0.5 English (IF) and 0.5
filler all subject areas
Minimal control over allocation
therefore limited opportunity to reify
provisional identity in ‘chosen’
subject

Taking control: Need to leave
school to teach specialistion

MELISSA’S REALITY AS A
“JACK-OF-ALL TRADES”
2014: Not lose it in class and not cry at the end of
every day. As a new teacher we think that we are
absolute failures at the end of every day. At some point
you have to question that you are failing; yes I’m having
some issues, but I’m not failing. That’s my big triumph
this year.

2015: I don’t feel like I’m a baby anymore in the
teaching system. I feel like I’ve got more control but I
still feel like I’m jack of all trades, master of none. …I
feel confident in the classroom but because I’m not
in my area, I do feel a bit lost from where I would
like to be.
I've had the opportunity to try out different things
and a lot of teachers won't get that or least to do it for a
sustained time and see the kids grow in the subject
rather than just do it as a one off.

2016: Languages is, in some ways, a lot like
maths…maths is a foreign language to so many so that
worked a little bit for me. I’ve made a lot of resources
trying to find things that work for different kids.

Transition marked by chaos, assault to selfefficacy
Effects of the job internalised. Seeking
distinction between personal and
professional
Coordination and continuity: Newness
replaced by a degree of familiarity –
increased ‘knowledge’, more general
‘control’
Identity as English teacher not reified as
spread thinly across many subjects – path
is not as expected and not content with
current trajectory, ‘field’ is not clear,
having trouble positioning her self,
expertise and desires
Identifying the boundary: Appreciates
demands of other subjects, knowledge
perhaps more flexible than most teachers

MELISSA’S REALITY AS A FLOATER
SEEKING SUPPORT AND BELONGING
2014: it has had to be a lot of my own self
learning for out-of-field partly because I’m
not brave enough to walk up to a teacher
and say I don’t know what I’m doing when I
don’t actually know what I’m doing ... In-field
I’m much braver I think.

2015: With maths because I am in the maths
staff room now … I've been able to
collaborate with them and get resources from
them or if I don't understand something I've
been able to go to them and say can you give
me a five minute overview

2016: I’ve really had to change how I act,
because I was so used to just holding back at
Wellington. I had to put on a make.

A degree of confidence and agency
needed to seek support. In-field
compared with out-of-field.
Possibly lack of generative relationships
with teachers from OOF subjects.
Tension between role (distributed) and
knowledge needed to undertake role, and
belonging (in-field only).
‘Proximity’ to maths teachers, year
groups etc – finding communities (likeminded individuals) that meet her
professional needs
Feeling of belonging, collective and public
identity becoming clarified

THEORETICAL WEB:
‘TRANSITION ELEMENTS’ for OOF
early career teachers

Nature of
control...

Nature of
knowledge &
beliefs...

AGENCY

EXPERTISE

…in relation to role
CONTINUITY
Nature of
disruption &
stability...

POSITIONING
Nature of
personal &
professional
identity...

THEORETICAL WEB:
NATURE OF PERSONAL AND
PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY
Role identity theory (critiqued and
supplanted by Positioning theory according
to Harre) – role or character people play
when holding specific social positions in
groups. (Androit & Owens, 2012)
Teacher identity should be seen as
both process and product, as
both the influences on a teachers’
knowledge and the effects of those
influences (Olsen, 2010)

…in relation to role

POSITIONING
Nature of personal
& professional
identity...

Social identity – The public self that
simplifies the world by using
categorisations to infer similarities and
differences to other people. (Androit & Owens,
2012)

Provisional identity

THEORETICAL WEB:
NATURE OF AGENCY
Agency: ability to
influence their lives and
environment while they
are also shaped by social
and individual factors
(Keogh et al, 2012)

Agency: empowerment
to move ideas forward,
to reach goals or even to
transform the context

Nature of
control...
AGENCY
…in relation to role

(Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009)

Autonomy: unbridled=
license; excessively
controlled standardised; in
between, provides the
freedom for teachers to
function professionally and
effectively (Anderson, 1987)

THEORETICAL WEB:
NATURE OF DISRUPTION AND
STABILITY
Boundary crossings perspective: TOOF ECT as a disrupted space,
and marked by continually but more strategically confining and
defining the fields
• If there are boundaries, what are the fields?
• Subject ß> Subject
OR
PST ß> teacher

…in relation to role

CONTINUITY
Nature of
disruption &
stability...

Disruption (or chaos) =
• shifting ground (changing role –
subject, school, town)
• straddling the boundary without
direction (which way to go)
• unclear ‘fields’

Stability =
becoming increasingly rooted
Navigation perspective: navigation through a
establishing continuity
complex mish-mash of experiences that are
Repeated experiences where pieces
amassed and organized and re-organised
of the puzzle are put together???
continually

THEORETICAL WEB:
NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE AND
BELIEFS
Routine v Adaptive
expertise: comfortable with
efficiency (familiar) v handling
of innovation (newness).
The latter requires developing
deep conceptual understanding
of the target domain (Holyoak, 1991)

Nature of
knowledge &
beliefs...
EXPERTISE
…in relation to role

Teacher professional standards:
Professional knowledge, practice and engagement

Epistemological beliefs: beliefs about the nature of knowledge
and knowledge acquisition…

IDEAL TRAJECTORIES V REALITY
DETERMINANTS
DETERMINANTS
The conceptual component that
• Control over
• What teachers attend
links empirically grounded thematic
allocation and how
to on reflection
categories.
Role
=
mediate
they teach
• Knowledge and
between categories and theoretical
• Agency relating to
beliefs needed to fulfil
internal and external
role
concepts.
constraints
• Flexibility and
• IDEAL TRAJECTORY
• IDEAL TRAJECTORY
• Gaining control • With time, experience and
adaptability of
• With practice, teachers
increased status, teachers
develop a more complex,
that knowledge
assume more control over
refined, and experiencetheir allocation and how
they teach.

informed knowledge of the
task of teaching.

Nature of
control...
AGENCY

Nature of
knowledge &
beliefs...
EXPERTISE

…in relation to role

• IDEAL TRAJECTORY
• With experience, teachers
establish continuity across
their teaching as the
boundaries between fields
become more permeable.

DETERMINANTS
• Establishing
Continuity
• Role of disruption and
stability in
establishing continuity
• Confining and
defining the field

CONTINUITY
Nature of
disruption &
stability...

POSITIONING
Nature of
personal &
professional
identity...

• IDEAL TRAJECTORY
• With time, teachers' roles
take on meaning and
teachers try out “provisional
identities”, which then
become confirmed.

•
•

DETERMINANTS
• Personal and
professional
Individual and
collective (belonging)
Provisional that
becomes clarified

CONCEPTUALISING OOF
FOR EARLY CAREER
TEACHERS
Transition to teaching involves navigating the chaos,
which is compounded by crossing boundaries if
expected to teach out-of-field. A number of “transition
elements” come into play: PACE (Keep up the pace!)
- P: How they position and identify themselves (as
informed by others)
- A: The degree of influence they have over what and
how they teach
- C: the degree of disruption and stability
- E: their knowledge and beliefs, adaptive expertise
when handling innovation

FURTHER RESEARCH
•

What is the effect of context on the teacher experience?

•

If OOF is unavoidable for early career teachers, how to
make it an opportunity for learning and identity expansion
rather than an assault on teachers’ confidence and
competence?
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ROLES OF OUT-OF-FIELD
TEACHERS
Fit between a teacher’s qualifications/experiences and their
appointment (Sharplin, 2014):
•

Role congruence

•

Phase congruence

•

Role displacement

•

Phase displacement

•

Role stretched

•

Phase stretched

Accurate fit to qualifications

No fit to qualifications

Position fits but some roles stretch their expertise

